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A b s t r a c t  

Situation theory has been developed over the last 
decade and various versions of the theory have been 
applied to a number of linguistic issues. However, 
not much work has been Clone in regard to its com- 
putat ional  aspects. In this paper, we review the 
existing approaches towards 'computational  situa- 
tion theory '  with considerable emphasis on our own 
research. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Situation theory is an a t tempt  to develop a mathematical  
theory of meaning which will clarify and resolve some tough 
problems in the study of language, information, logic, phi- 
losophy, and the mind [11]. It was first formulated in de- 
tail by Jon Barwise and John Perry in 1983 [12] and has 
matured over the last decade [25]. Various versions of the 
theory have been applied to a number of linguistic issues, 
resulting in what is commonly known as situation semantics 
[7, 8, 10, 24, 31, 33, 35, 58]. The lat ter  aims at the con- 
struction of a unified and mathematically rigorous theory of 
meaning, and the application of such a theory to natural  lan- 
guages. 

Mathematical  and logical issues that  arise within situation 
theory and situation semantics have been explored in numer- 
ous works [8, 10, 12, 24, 25, 33]. In the past, the development 
of a mathematicM situation theory has been held back by a 
lack of availability of appropriate technical tools. But by 
now, the theory has assembled its mathematical  foundations 
based on intuitions basicaLly coming from set theory and logic 
[1, 8, 24, 26]. With  a remarkably original view of information 
(which is fully adapted by situation theory) [28, 29], a 'logic,' 
based not on t ruth but on information, is being developed 
[25]. This logic 1 will probably be an extension of first-order 
logic [5] rather than being an alternative to it. 

Individuals, properties, relations, spatio-temporal  locations, 
and situations are basic constructs of situation theory. The 
world is viewed as a collection of objects, sets of objects, 
properties, and relations. Infons ( 'unit '  facts) [26] are dis- 
crete items of information and situations are first-class ob- 
jects which describe parts of the real world. Information 
flow is made possible by a network of abstract  ' links' be- 
tween high-order uniformities, viz. situation types. One of 
the distinguishing characteristics of situation theory vis-£-vis 
another influential semantic and logical tradition [27] is that  

1 According to The Advanced Learner 's Dictionary of  Cur- 
rent English (by A. S. Hornby, E. V. Gatenby, and H. Wake- 
field, London, U.K.: Oxford University Press, 1958), logic 
is the science or art  of reasoning, proof, and clear thinking. 
Thus, the commonly accepted equation logic = first-order 
logic is highly suspect. (Cf. [6] for an extended argument on 
this.) 

information content is context-dependent (where a context is 
a situation). 

All these features may be cast in a rich formalism for a com- 
putational framework based on situation theory. Yet, there 
have been few a t tempts  to investigate this [17, 33, 40, 46, 49, 
52, 59]. Questions of what  it means to do computation with 
situations and what aspects of the theory makes this suit- 
able as a novel programming paradigm have not been fully 
answered in the literature. 

Existing approaches towards a computat ional  account of situ- 
ation theory unfortunately incorporated only some of its orig- 
inal features [15, 16, 17, 33, 48, 49, 52]; the remaining features 
were omitted for the sake of achieving paxticnlax goals. This 
has caused conceptual and philosophical divergence from the 
ontology of the original t h e o r y - - a  dangerous and unwanted 
side effect. Some recent studies [59, 60, 61] have tried to avoid 
this pitfall by simply sticking to the essentials of the theory 
and adopting the ontological features which were originally 
put forward by Barwise and Perry in [12] and clarified by 
Devlin in [25]. 

The remaining parts  of this paper are s tructured as follows. 
Situation theory and situation semantics are reviewed in Sec- 
tion 2. Section 3 emphasizes the role of situation theory in 
natural  language semantics. An argument as to why situ- 
ations should be used in natural  language processing and 
knowledge representation for semantic interpretat ion and rea- 
soning is made in Section 4. In Section 5, computat ional  
aspects of the theory is discussed and existing approaches 
are reviewed, with some emphasis on our own work. Finally, 
Section 6 presents our concluding remarks. 

2 Situat ion Theory  and Si tuat ion 
Semantics  

Situation theory is a mathematical  theory of meaning [25]. 
According to the theory, individuals, properties, relations, 
spatio-temporal locations, and situations axe the basic ingre- 
dients. The world is viewed as a collection of objects, sets of 
objects, properties, and relations. 

Individuals are conceived as invariants; having properties and 
standing in relations, they persist in t ime and space. Ob- 
jects  are the parts of individuals. (Words are also objects, 
i.e., invaxiants across utterances.) All individuals, including 
spatio-temporal locations, have properties (like being frag- 
//e or red) and stand in relations to one another (like being 
eax//er, being under). 

A sequence such as (r, xx . . . .  , z,~) where r is an n-axy rela- 
tion over the individuals xl ,  . . . ,  z,~ is called a constituent 
sequence. Suppose Alice was eating ice cream yesterday at 
home and she is also eating ice cream now at home. Both of 
these situations share the same constituent (eats, Alice, ice 
cream). These two events, occurring at the same location but 
at different times, have the same situation type s (cf. [4] for 
the origin of this idea). Situation types are part ial  functions 
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from relations and objects  to the t ru th  values 0 and 1 (a.k.a. 
polarity). The  si tuat ion type s, in our example, assigns 1 to 
the const i tuent  sequence (eats, Alice, ice cream): 

In s: eats, Alice, ice cream; 1. 

Thus,  (eats, Alice, ice cream; 1) • s. 

Actually, s i tuat ion types can be more general. For example, a 
si tuation type  in which someone is eat ing something at home 
'contains '  the  s i tuat ion in which Alice is eating ice cream at 
home. Suppose Alice is not present in the room where this 
paper  is being wri t ten.  Then,  "Alice is eating ice cream" is 
not part  of our s i tuat ion s and hence gets no t ru th  value in s. 
This  is unlike the case in say, logic programming,  where the 
quoted sentence would get the  t ru th  value false (0). (This is 
due to the closed world assumption,  CWA.)  Thus,  situation 
theory allows partiMity in a strong sense [33]. 

Situations in which a sequence is assigned both t ru th  values 
are called incoherent. For instance, a si tuation s ~ is incoher- 
ent  if (ha.s, Alice, Ac); O) • s' and (ha.s, Alice, Aq); 1} • s'. 
This is a si tuation in which Alice has the Aq) and she does 
not  have the Aq) in a card game. There  cannot be a real 
s i tuation s '  validating this. Nevertheless,  the const i tuent  se- 
quence (has, A//ce, Aq)} may be assigned these t ru th  values 
for spat io- temporMly dist inct  s i tuation types (say, s '  and s").  

Situation types are, however, independent  of locations. A 
location and a si tuation type mold a state of  affairs which in 
fact is a s tat ic  situation. In order to keep track of change, 
courses of  events are used. A course of events is a partial 
function from locations to si tuation types and may contain 
information about  events at more than one location. The 
course of events e tha t  Alice is eating ice cream at location 11 
(say 11:00 a.m., at home) and is sleeping at a temporal ly  suc- 
ceeding location 12 (say 12:15 p.m., at home) is represented 
as follows: 

In e, at 11: eats, Alice, ice cream; 1, 
at 12: sleeps, Alice; 1, 
11 < 12 and 11 @ 12. 

Spat io- temporal  locations are allowed to stand in relation 
with each other  in different ways: 11 temporal ly  precedes 12 
(la < 12), l~ temporal ly  overlaps 12 (l~ 0 12), l~ spatially over- 
laps 12 (11 @ 12), l~ is temporal ly  included in 12 (l~ C t 12), l~ is 
spatially included in 12 ~11 C , / 2 ) ,  and 11 is spat io- temporal ly  
included in 12 (la C 12). 

Permit t ing  part ial i ty has the advantage of distinguishing be- 
tween logically equivalent s ta tements .  For example, the 
s ta tements  "Bob is angry" and "Bob is angry and Bob is 
shouting or Bob is not  shouting" are logically equivalent in 
the classical sense [5]. In s i tuat ion semantics,  these two sen- 
tences will not have the  same interpretat ion.  A course of 
events e describing the s i tuat ion in which Bob is only angry 
will not contain any sequence about  Bob's  shouting, i.e., e 
will be 'si lent '  on Bob's shouting. However, another  course of 

2Some ut terances  are about  different si tuation types 
'mee t ing '  in one. Consider the u t te rance  "Alice did not eat 
ice cream because she was ill." The  courses of events may be 
formulated as follows: 

In e2, at 12: because, eo, el ;  1, 
where in el ,  at 11: is, Alice, ill; 1, 

in e0, at 10: eats, Alice, ice cream; 0, 
l0 o 11, l0 C_ 12, and 11 C_ 12. 

events e ~ describing Bob's  being angry and ei ther his shouting 
or not shouting will contain a sequence about  Bob's  shouting.  

Situation semantics uses s ta tements  to classify real s i tuations 
by the claims s ta tements  make. Claims are represented by 
coherent  courses of events. These  courses of events classify 
the  real s i tuations which validate them;  a real s i tuat ion s 
validates a course of events e in case the  following holds: if 
{r, xl . . . . .  x,,; 1) • e, (or (r, z l  . . . . .  x,~; 0) • e,), then  in s, 
the  objects  x l , . . . ,  xn s tand (or do not s tand) in the  relation 
r at I. A course of events e at a location 1, ez, is also called 
a si tuation type. For example,  assume the existence of a real 
s i tuation in which Bob is really angry at 1. A coherent course 
of events e making the  claim "Bob is angry" at I is validated 
by this real situation. 

According to si tuation theory, meanings of expressions reside 
in sys temat ic  relations between different types of situations. 
They  can be identified with relations on discourse situations 
d, (speaker) connections c, the  u t terance  ~o itself, and the 
described si tuation e. Some public facts about  ~o (such as 
its speaker and t ime of ut terance)  are determined by the  dis- 
course si tuations [53]. The  ties of the menta l  s tates  of the  
speaker and the hearer with the  world const i tu te  c [37]. 

A discourse si tuation involves the expression ut tered,  its 
speaker, the  spat io- temporal  location of the ut terance,  and 
the addressee(s). Each of these defines a linguistic role (the 
role of the speaker, the  role of the  addressee, etc.) and we 
have a d/scourse event. For example,  if the indeterminates  
a, b, a ,  and 1 denote the speaker, the addressee, the ut ter-  
ance, and the location of the ut terance,  respectively, then a 
discourse event D is given as: 

D : =  at l: speaking, a; 1, 
addressing, a, b; 1, 
saying, a, o~; 1. 

Using a name or a pronoun, the  speaker refers to an 
individual. 3 A si tuation s in which the referring role is 
uniquely filled is called a referring (anchoring) situation. If 
in s the speaker uses a noun phrase v to refer to a unique 
individual, this individual is called the referent of v. 4 

Tense markers of tensed verb phrases can also refer to individ- 
uals, e.g., spat io- temporal  locations. Therefore,  an anchoring 
si tuation s can be seen as a part ial  function from the refer- 
ring words vl to their referents s(vi). This function is the 
speaker 's  connections for a part icular  u t te rance  [53]. 

The  u t terance  of an expression ~ 'constrains '  the  world in 
a certain way, depending on how the  ro/es for discourse sit- 
uations, connections, and described si tuation are occupied. 
For example,  "I am crying" describes a three-place relation 
[I am crying] on the u t te rance  si tuation (the discourse sit- 
uat ion and the connections) u and the described si tuation 
e. This  relation defines a meaning relation wri t ten in the 
following form: 

d, c[I am crying]e. 

Given a discourse si tuation d, connections c, and a course of 
events e, this relation holds jus t  in case there is a location l~i 

3A name directly refers to an individual,  independent  of 
whether  the individual is imaginary or real. A pronoun can 
either refer to an individual deictically or else it may be used 
indirectly by co-referring with a noun phrase. 

4Obviously, the speaker may not refer to anything at all. 
In this case, the role of the  referent is left empty. 
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and a speaker ad such that aa is speaking at ld, and in e, ad 
is crying at In. 

In interpreting the utterance of an expression ~ in a context 
u, there is a flow of information, partly from the linguistic 
form encoded in ~ and partly from contextual factors pro- 
vided by the utterance situation u. These are combined to 
form a set of constraints on the described situation e which 
is not uniquely determined: given u and an utterance of 
in u, there will be several situations e tliat satisfy the con- 
straints imposed. The meaning of an utterance of ~ and 
hence its interpretation are influenced by other factors such 
as stress, modality, and intonation [33]. However, the situa- 
tion in which ~ is uttered and the situation e described by 
this utterance seem to play t:he most influential roles. For 
this reason, the meaning of an utterance is essentially taken 
to be a relation defined over ~, u (d, e), and e. This ap- 
proach towards identifying linguistic meaning is essentially 
what Barwise and Perry call the Relation Theory of Mean- 
ing [12, 13]. 

The constituent expressions o f ~  do not describe a situation 
when uttered in isolation. Uttering a verb phrase in isolation, 
for example, does not describe a situation e. Other parts of 
the utterance (of which this verb phrase is a part) must sys- 
tematicaUy contribute to the description of e by providing 
elements such as an individual or a location. For example, 
the situational elements for the utterance of the tenseless 
verb phrase ' running'  provide a spatio-temporal location for 
the act of running and the individual who is to run. For the 
tensed verb phrase 'is running, '  an individual must be pro- 
vided. The situational elements prepare the setting IT for an 
utterance. The elements provided by IT can be any individ- 
ual, including spatio-temporal locations. The meaning of 
is a relation defined not only over d, c, and e, but also over 
IT. 

3 S i t u a t i o n  S e m a n t i c s  as  N a t u r a l  
Language Semantics 

Language is an integral part of our everyday experience. 
Some activities pertaining to language include talking, listen- 
ing, reading, and writing. These activities are situated; they 
occur in situations and they are about situations [4]. What 
is common to these situated activities is that they convey 
information [25, 28, 29, 38]. When uttered at different times 
by different speakers, a statement can convey different infor- 
mation to a hearer and hence can have different meanings. 5 

This information-based approach to the semantics of natural 
languages has resulted in what is known as situation seman- 
tics. Situation semantics makes simple assumptions about 
the way natural language works. Primary among them is 
the assumption that language is used to convey informa- 
tion about the world (the so-called externM signi/icance of 
language). 6 Even when two sentences have the same inter- 

5Consider the sentence "That really attracts me." De- 
pending on the reference of the demonstrative, interpretation 
(and hence meaning) would change. For example, this sen- 
tence could be uttered by a boy referring to a cone of ice 
cream or by a cab driver referring to fast driving, meaning 
absolutely different things [37]. 

6For example, "Bob smashed his car yesterday" conveys 
the information that there is an individual named Bob, that 
he has .a car, that he crashed it, that this event occurred in 
the past, and that he was the driver of the car at the spatio- 
temporal location of this unfortunate event. Thus, sentences 
describe situations in the world. These situations and the 

pretation, i.e., they describe the same situation, they can 
carry different information, r 

Classical approaches to semantics underestimate the role 
played by context-dependence; they ignore pragmatic factors 
such as intentions and circumstances of the individuals in- 
volved in the communicative process [4, 37, 38]. But, indexi- 
cals, demonstratives, tenses, and other linguistic devices rely 
heavily on context for their interpretation and are fundamen- 
tal to the way language conveys information [2]. Context- 
dependence is an essential hypothesis of situation semantics. 
A given sentence can be used over and over again in differ- 
ent situations to say different things (the so-called e~ciency 
of language). Its interpretation, i.e., the class of situations 
described by the sentence, is therefore subordinate on the sit- 
uation in which the sentence is used. This context-providing 
situation, discourse situation, is the speech situation, includ- 
ing the speaker, the addressee, the time and place of the 
utterance, and the expression uttered. Since speakers are 
always in different situations, having different causal connec- 
tions to the world and different information, the information 
conveyed by an utterance will be relative to its speaker and 
hearer (the so-called perspectivad relativity of language) [12]. 

Besides discourse situations, the interpretation of an utter- 
ance depends on the speaker's connections with objects, prop- 
erties, times and places, and on the speaker's ability to exploit 
information about one situation to obtMn information about 
another. Therefore, context supports not only facts about 
speakers, addressees, etc. but also facts about the relations 
of discourse-participants to other contextually relevant situ- 
ations such as resource situations. Resource situations are 
contextually available and provide entities for reference and 
quantification. Their use has been demonstrated in the the- 
ory of definite descriptions of Barwise and Perry [12]. 8 

Another key assumption of situation semantics is the so- 
called productivity of language: we can use and understand 
expressions never before uttered [19]. Hence, given a finite 
vocabulary, we can form a potentially infinite list of mean- 
ingful expressions. The underlying mechanism for such an 
ability seems to be compositionality. 9 

objects in them have properties and stand in relations to 
each other at spatio-temporal locations. 

T For example, "Bob went to the theater" and "The father 
of Carol went to the theater" both describe the same situation 
in which Bob (an individual) went to the theater, assuming 
that Bob is Carol's father. However, while the first sentence 
says that this individual is Bob, the second sentence conveys 
the information that Carol (another individual) has a father 
who went to the theater. 

8Imagine, for example, that there are two card games go- 
ing on, one across town from the other: Max is playing cards 
with Emily and Claire is playing cards with Dana. Suppose 
Bob watching the former game mistakes Emily for Claire, and 
utters the sentence "Claire has the three of clubs." According 
to the classical (Russelian) theories [32], if Claire indeed has 
3&, this claim would be true since the definite noun phrases 
"Claire" and "the three of clubs" are used to pick out, among 
all the things in the world, the unique objects satisfying the 
properties of being an individual named Claire and being a 
3&, respectively; the sentence would be considered to contain 
no explicit context-sensitive elements [10]. In contrast, situ- 
ation semantics identifies these objects with respect to some 
limited si tuat ion--the resource situation exploited by Bob. 
The claim would then be wrong even if Claire had 3& across 
town. Thus, context is, in general, taken not to be a single 
situation, but a 'constellation' of related situations. 

9The assumption that meaning of a larger linguistic unit 
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Situation semantics closes another gap of traditional seman- 
tic approaches: the neglect of subject matter and partiality 
of information. In traditional semantics, statements which 
are true in the same models convey the same information 
[14]. Situation semantics takes the view that logically equiv- 
alent sentences need not have the same subject matter, they 
need not describe situations involving the same object and 
properties. The notion of partial situations (partial models) 
leads to a more fine-grained notion of information content 
and a stronger notion of logical consequence that does not 
lose track of the subject matter (and hence enhances the no- 
tion of relevance) [55]. 

The ambiguity of language is taken as another aspect of the 
efficiency of language. Natural language expressions may 
have more than one meaning. We have earlier noted that 
there are factors such as intonation, gesture, the place of an 
utterance, etc. which play a role in interpreting an utterance 
[33]. Instead of throwing away ambiguity and contextual el- 
ements, situation semantics tries to build up a full theory of 
linguistic meaning by initial.ly isolating some of the relevant 
phenomena in a formal way and by exploring how the rest 
would help in achieving the goal [12]. 

According to situation semantics, we use meaningful expres- 
sions to convey information not only about the external world 
but also about our minds (the so-cal.led mental significance 
of language)) ° Situation semantics differs from other ap- 
proaches in that we do not, in attitude reports, describe our 
mind directly (by referring to states of mind, ideas, senses, 
thoughts, etc.) but indirectly (by referring to situations that 
are external). 

With these underlying assumptions and features, situation 
semantics provides a fundamental and appropriate frame- 
work for a realistic model-theoretic semantics of natural lan- 
guage [11]. Various versions of this theory have been ap- 
plied to a number of linguistic issues (mainly) in English 
[7, 8, 10, 21, 23, 24, 31, 35, 50]. The ideas emerging from 
research in situation semantics have also been coalesced with 
well-developed linguistic theories such as lexicM-functionaJ 
grammar [54] and ted to rigorous formalisms [33]. On the 
other hand, situation semantics has been compared to other 
influential mathematical approaches to the theory of mean- 
ing, viz. Montague Grammar [22, 27, 51] and Discourse Rep- 
resentation Theory (DRT)[42]. 

4 W h y  C o m p u t e  w i t h  S i t u a t i o n s ?  

We believe that a computational formulation of situation the- 
ory will generate interest among artificial intelligence and 
natural language processing researchers alike. The theory 
claims that its model theory is more amenable to a computa- 
tionally tractable implementation than standard model the- 
ory (of predicate calculus) or the model theory of Montague 

is a function of the meanings of its individual parts is called 
the principle of compositiona]ity [11]. It can be considered 
as a reflection of the similar principle in logic [5, 18]. 

1°Returning to a previous example, consider the sentence 
"A bear is coming this way" uttered by Bob. It can give 
us information about two different situations. The first one 
is the situation which we are located in. The second one is 
the situation which Bob believes. If we know that Bob is 
hallucinating, then we might learn the second situation, but 
not the first [12]. Focusing on the second situation, if we 
could not see any bear around, we would normally focus on 
Bob's belief situation. 

Grammar. 11 This is due to the fact that situation theory em- 
phasizes partiality whereas standard model theory is clearly 
holistic. 

From a natural language processing point of view, situa- 
tion theory is interesting and relevant simply because the 
hnguistic account of the theory (viz. situation semantics) 
handles various linguistic phenomena with a flexibility that 
surpasses other theoretical proposals. It seems that indexi- 
cals, demonstratives, referential uses of definite descriptions, 
deictic uses of pronouns, tense markers, names, etc. all have 
technical treatments in situation semantics that reach beyond 
available theoretical apparatus. For example, the proposed 
mechanisms, as reported in [35], for dealing with quantifi- 
cation and anaphoric connections 12 in English sentences are 
all firmly grounded in situation semantics. The insistence of 
situation semantics on contextual interpretation makes the 
theory more compatible with speech act theory [53] and dis- 
course pragmatics than other theories) 3 

With regard to interpretation, it should finally be remarked 
that there are other interesting approaches, e.g., Hobbs et 
al.'s ' interpretation as abduction' [39]. An abductive expla- 
nation is the most economical explanation coherent with the 
rest of what we know. According to Hobbs et al., to in- 
terpret a text is to prove abductively that it is coherent. 14 
Likewise, the process of interpreting sentences in discourse 
can be viewed as the process of giving the best explanation 
of why the sentences would be true. In the TACITUS project 
at SRI, Hobbs and his coworkers have developed a scheme for 
abductive inference that provides considerable advantage in 
the description of such interpretation processes. 

While we do not regard abduction's philosophical foundation 
as sufficiently general and intuitive as that of situation se- 
mantics, it nonetheless gives a framework in which assorted 
tasks of linguistic processing can be formalized in a rather 
integrated fashion. 

5 Situations:  A C o m p u t a t i o n a l  
Perspec t ive  

Intelligent agents generally make their way in the world by 
being able to pick up certain information from a situation, 
process it, and react accordingly [25, 28, 29, 41]. Being in 
a (mental) situation, such an agent has information about 

11 Montague's intensional logic is particularly problematic 
in that the set of valid formulas are not recursively enu- 
merable. Therefore, few natural language processing sys- 
tems attempt to use it; the general inclination is to employ 
less expressive but more tractable knowledge representation 
formalisms. 

12Gawron and Peters [35] focus on the semantics of 
pronominal anaphora and quantification. They argue that 
the ambiguities of sentences with pronouns can be resolved 
with an approach that represents anaphoric relations syn- 
tactically. This is achieved in a relational framework which 
considers anaphoric relations as relations between utterances 
in context. 

13Kamp's Dl:tT may safely be considered as the only serious 
competition in this regard [43]. However, it should be noted 
that there are currently research efforts towards providing 
an 'integrated' account of situation semantics and DRT, as 
witnessed by Barwise and Cooper's recent work [9]. 

14Similarly, it may be hypothesized (as Hobbs does) that 
faced with any situation (scene), we must prove abductively 
that it is a coherent situation. (Clearly, in the latter, part of 
what coherence means is clarifying why the situation exists.) 
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situations it sees, believes in, hears about, etc. Alice, for 
example, upon hearing Bob's utterance "A bear is running 
towards you," would have the information, by relying on the 
utterance situation, that her friend is the utterer and that he 
is addressing her by the word "you." Moreover, by relying on 
the situation the utterance described, she would know that 
there is a bear axound and it is running towards her. 

Situations can be of the same type. Among the invaxiants 
across situations are not just objects and relations, but also 
aggregates of such. Having heaxd the warning above, Alice 
would realize that she is faced with a type of situation in 
which there is a bear and it is running. She would form a 
' thought '  over the running bears--an abstract object which 
carries the property of both being a bear and running--and 
on seeing the bear around, would individuate it. 

Realization of some type of situation causes the agent to ac- 
quire more information about that  situation as well as other 
situation types, and to act accordingly. Alice, upon seeing the 
bear around, would run away, being in possession of the pre- 
viously acquired informatio/l that  bears might be hazardous. 
She can obtain this information from the situation by means 
of some constra int - -a  certain relationship between bears and 
their fame as life-threatening creatures. Attunement to, or 
awareness of, that  constraint is what enables her to acquire 
and use that  information, is 

An important phenomenon in situation theory is that of 
structured (nested) information [29]. Assuming the pos- 
session of prior information and/or awareness of other con- 
straints, the acquisition by an agent of an item of informa- 
tion can also provide the agent with an additional item of 
information. On seeing a square, for example, one gains the 
information that  the figure is a rectangle, and that it is a par- 
allelogram, and that  its internal angles are 90 degrees, and 
SO o n .  

Reaping information from a situation is not the only way an 
agent processes information. It can also act in accordance of 
the obtained information to change the environment. Creat- 
ing new situations to arrive at new information and conveying 
information it already had to other agents are the primary 
functions of its activities. Having the information that there 
is a bear around, Alice would run away, being attuned to the 
constraint that  the best way to avoid danger in such situa- 
tions is to keep away from the bear. Or, having realized that 
she cannot move, she would yell for help, being aware of the 
constraint that  calling people in such situations might work. 

In short, an intelligent agent has the ability to acquire infor- 
mation about situations, obtain new information about them 
(by being attuned to assorted constraints), and act accord- 
ingly to alter its environment. All these are ways of process- 
ing information about situations. An information process- 
ing environment for such an agent should have the following 
properties: 

lSTo rehearse another classical example due to Baxwise 
[25], a tree stump in a forest conveys various types of in- 
formation to say, a hunter. If he is aware of the relationship 
between the number of rings in a tree trunk and the age of 
the tree, the stump will provide him the age of the tree when 
it was felled. If the hunter is able to recognize various kinds 
of bark, the stump can provide the information as to what 
type of tree it was, its probable height, shape, etc. To some- 
one else the same tree stump could yield information about 
the weather the night before, the kinds of insects that live in 
the vicinity, and so on. 

• Partitioning of information into situations. 

• Paxametrization of objects to give a proper treatment of 
abstraction over individuals, situations, etc. 

• Structuring of situations in such a way that  they allow 
nested information. 

• Access to information partitioned in this way. 

• Access to information in one situation from another sit- 
uation connected to the former via some relation. 

• Constraint satisfaction to control flow of information 
within a situation and between situations. 

These properties would naturally define the underlying mech- 
anisms for a situation-theoretic computational environment. 
But what constructs are provided by situation theory to build 
such an environment? 

In situation theory, infons are the basic units of information 
[26]. Abstraction can be captured in a primitive level by al- 
lowing parameters in infons. Parameters are generalizations 
over classes of non-parametric objects (e.g., individuals, spa- 
tial locations). Parameters of a parametric object can be 
associated with objects which, if they were to replace the pa- 
rameters, would yield one of the objects in the class that para- 
metric object abstracts over. The parametric objects actually 
define types of objects in that  class. Hence, letting parame- 
ters in infons results in parametric infons. For example, (see, 
X, Alice; 1) and (see, X, Y; 1) are parametric infons where X 
and Y are parameters over individuals. These infons are said 
to be parametric on the first, and first and second argument 
roles of the relation see, respectively. Parametric infons can 
also be allowed to be indetermined with respect to relation 
and polarity, e.g., (R, X, Y; I) where R and I are parameters 
over relations and polarity, respectively. Parameter-free in- 
fons are the basic items of information about the world (i.e., 
'facts') while parametric infons axe the basic units that  are 
utilized in a computational t reatment of information flow. 

To construct a computational model of situation theory, it is 
convenient to have available abstract analogs of objects. As 
noted above, by using parameters we can have parametric 
objects, including parametric situations, parametric individ- 
uals, etc. This yields a rich set of data types. Abstract 
situations can be viewed as models of real situations. They 
are set-theoretic entities that  have only some of the features 
of real situations, but are amenable to computation. We de- 
fine abstract situations as structures consisting of a set of 
parametric infons. Information can be partitioned into situa- 
tions by defining a hierarchy between situations. A situation 
can be larger, having other situations as its subpaxts. (For 
example, an utterance situation for a sentence consists of 
the utterance situations for each word forming the sentence, t 
Being in this larger situation gives the ability of having in- 
formation about its subsituations. The paxt-of relation 16 of 
situation theory can be used to build such hierarchies among 
abstract situations and the notion of nested information can 
be accommodated. 

Being in a situation, one can derive information about other 
situations connected to it in some way. For example, from an 
utterance situation it is possible to obtain information about 
the situation it describes. Accessing information both via a 

16The part-of relation is reflexive, anti-symmetric, and 
transitive. Hence, it provides a paxtial-ordering of the sit- 
uations [25, p. 72]. 
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hierarchy of s i tuat ions and explicit relationships among them 
requires a computa t iona l  mechanism. This  mechanism will 
put  information about  si tuation types related in some way 
into comfortable  reach of the agent and can be made possible 
by a proper implementa t ion  of the supports relation, ~ ,  of 
si tuation theory (cf. the  'extensionali ty principle'  in [25, p. 
72].) Given an infon o" and a si tuation s, this relation holds 
if o" is made  t rue  by s, i.e., s~o ' .  

Barwise and Perry identify three forms of constraints [12]. 
Necessary constraints are those by which one can define or 
name things, e.g., "Every  dog is a mammal ."  Nomic  con- 
straints are pat terns  tha t  are usually called natural  laws, e.g., 
"Blocks drop if not  supported."  Conventional constraints are 
those arising out of explicit or implicit  conventions tha t  hold 
within a communi ty  of living beings, e.g., "The first day of 
the month  is the pay day." They  are neither nomic nor nec- 
essary, i.e., they can be violated. All types of constraints can 
be conditional and unconditional. Condit ional  constraints 
can be applied to si tuations tha t  fulfill some condition while 
uncondit ional  constraints  can be applied to all situations. 

Constraints  enable one si tuation to provide information 
about  another  and serve as links. (They actually link the 
types of si tuations.)  Constraints  can be used as infer- 
ence rules in a computa t iona l  system. When viewed as a 
backward-chaining rule, a constraint  can provide a chan- 
nel for information flow between types of situations, from 
the antecedent  to the  consequent.  This  means tha t  such a 
constraint  behaves as a 'definit ion'  for its consequent part 
[57]. Another  way of viewing a constraint  is as a forward- 
chaining rule. This  approach enables an agent to alter its 
environment.1 r 

5 .1  A p p r o a c h e s  t o  ' C o m p u t a t i o n a l  S i t u a t i o n  
T h e o r y '  

5.1.1 P R O S I T  

P R O S I T  ( P R O g r a m m i n g  in Si tua t ion  Theory)  is the pioneer- 
ing work in this direction. P R O S I T  is a s i tuat ion-theoret ic  
programming language developed by Nakashima et al. [49]. 
It has been implemented  in Common  Lisp [56]. 

P R O S I T  is tailored more for knowledge representation in gen- 
eral than  for natural  language processing. One can define 
si tuation s t ructures  and assert knowledge in part icular  situa- 
tions. It is also possible to define relations between situations 
in the form of constraints .  P R O S I T ' s  computat ional  power 
is due to an ability to draw inferences via rules of inference 
which are actually constraints  of some type. There  is an in- 
ference engine similar to a Prolog interpreter  [57]. P R O S I T  
offers a t r ea tment  of part ial  objects,  such as situations and 
parameters .  It can deal with self-referential expressions [10]. 

One can assert facts tha t  a si tuation will support .  For exam- 
ple, if S1 supports  the fact tha t  Bob is a young person, this 
can be defined in the current  s i tuation S as: 

S: ( ~  S1 (young "Bob")). 

Note tha t  the syntax  is similar to that  of Lisp and the fact 
is in the form of a predicate.  The  supports  relation, ~ ,  is 

17For instance, being aware of a man ringing the door bell, 
Alice ut ters  the sentence "A man is at the door." This in turn 
results in Carol 's  (another  agent 's)  opening the door. Or it 
introduces into the discourse a noun phrase for pronominal-  
ization in the subsequent  discourse, e.g., Bob's question: "Is 
he the mai lman?"  

si tuated so tha t  whether  a s i tuat ion supports  a fact depends 
on within which si tuation the query is made. Queries can be 
posed about  one si tuation from another,  but  the results will 
depend on where the query is made.  

There  is no notion of s i tuat ion type in PROSIT .  For this rea- 
son, one cannot represent abstract ions over si tuations and 
specify relations between them wi thout  having to create sit- 
uations and assert facts to them.  

P R O S I T  has a constraint  mechanism. Constraints  can be 
specified using either of the three relations =:~, .¢=, and ¢:~. 
Constraints  specified using ~ (respectively, ¢:::) are forward 
(respectively, backward) chaining constraints;  the  ones us- 
ing ¢:~ are both backward- and forward-chaining constraints. 
Backward chaining constraints  are of the form (~=: head fact1 
. . .  fact , ) .  If all the  facts are suppor ted  by the  situation, 
then the head fact is suppor ted  by the same situation. For- 
ward chaining constraints  are of the form (:=~ fact tail1 . . .  
ta i / , ) .  If fact is asserted to the si tuation,  then all the  tail facts 
are asserted to the same si tuation.  Backward chaining con- 
straints are act ivated at query- t ime while forward-chaining 
constraints are act ivated at assert ion-time. By default, all 
the  tail facts of an act ivated forward-chaining constraint  are 
asserted to the situation, which may in turn  act ivate other  
forward-chaining constraints  recursively. 

For a constraint  to be applicable to a si tuation,  the si tuation 
must  be declared to ' respec t '  the  constraint .  This  is done by 
using the special relation respect. For example,  to s ta te  tha t  
every man is human, one would write: 

S: (respect S1 (¢: (human *X) (man *X))). 

This  states tha t  S1 respects the s ta ted constraint  and is made 
with respect to S. (*X denotes a variable.) Since assertions 
are situated, a si tuation will or will not respect a constraint  
depending on where the query is made. If we assert that :  

S: (~  S1 (man "Bob")), 

then P R O S I T  will answer yes to the  query: 

S? ( ~  S1 (human "Bob")). 

The  question mark  indicates tha t  the expression on its right 
is a query expression for the si tuation on its left. 

Constraints  in P R O S I T  are about  local facts within a sit- 
uation rather than about  s i tuat ion types. T h a t  is, the  in- 
terpreta t ion of constraints  does not allow direct specification 
of constraints between situations,  but  only between infons 
within situations. (Situation theory allows constraints be- 
tween si tuation types.) 

Si tuated constraints offer an elegant solution to the t rea tment  
of conditional constraints  which apply in si tuations tha t  obey 
some condition. For example,  when Alice throws a basket- 
ball, she knows it will come d o w n - - a  constraint  to which she 
is at tuned,  but which would fail if she tr ied to play basketball 
in a space shuttle.  This  is actuMly achieved in P R O S I T  since 
information is specified in the constraint  itself. Situating a 
constraint means that  it may only apply to appropriate  sit- 
uations. This is a good s t ra tegy to achieve background con- 
ditions. However, it might be required tha t  conditions set 
not  only within the same situation,  but  also between various 
types of situations. Because constraints  have to be si tuated 
in PROSIT,  not all s i tuat ions of the appropr ia te  type will 
have a constraint  to apply. 
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P R O S I T  does not provide an adequate  mechanism for speci- 
fying conventionM constraints, :i.e., constraints which can be 
violated. An example  of this sort of constraint  is the relation 
between the  ringing of the bell and the end of class. It is not 
logically necessary tha t  the ringing of the bell should mean 
the end of class. 

Parameters ,  variables, and constants  are used for represent- 
ing entities in PROSIT .  Variables, rather  than parameters ,  
are used to identify the  indeterminates  in a constraint .  Pa- 
rameters  might  be used to refer to unknown objects  in a con- 
straint.  Variables have a l imited scope; they are local to the 
constraint  in which they  appear.  Parameters ,  on the other  
hand, have global scope throughout  the whole description. 
Variables match  any expression in the language and param- 
eters be can equated  to any constant  or parameter .  T h a t  is, 
the concept  of appropriateness conditions is not  exploited in 
PROSIT .  Appropr ia teness  conditions, in fact, specify restric- 
tions on the  types of arguments  a relation can take [25, p. 
115]. It is more useful to have parameters  that  range over 
various classes ra ther  than  to work with parameters  ranging 
over all objects .  Such part icularized parameters  are known 
as restricted parameters [25, p. 53]. 

Some t r ea tmen t  of parameters  is given in P R O S I T  with re- 
spect to anchoring. Given a parameter  of some type (indi- 
vidual, s i tuat ion,  etc.),  an anchor is a function which assigns 
an object  of the  same type  to the parameter  [25, pp. 52-63]. 
Hence, parameters  work by placing restrictions on anchors. 
There  is no appropr ia te  anchoring mechanism in P R O S I T  
since parameters  are not  typed. 

P R O S I T  has been used to show how problems involving co- 
operat ion of mult iple agents can be solved, especially by 
combining reasoning about  situations.  In I848], Nakashima 
et al. demons t ra t e  how the Conway paradox can be solved. 
The  agents involved in this problem use the common knowl- 
edge accumula ted  in a shared si tuation.  This  si tuation func- 
tions as a communica t ion  channel containing all informa- 
tion known to be commonly  accessible. One agent 's  internal 
model  of the  o ther  is represented by situations.  Individual 
knowledge s i tuat ion plus the  shared si tuation help an agent 
to solve the problem; also cf. [30]. 

5.1.2 A S T L  

Black's A S T L  (A Situat ion Theore t ic  Language) is another  
p rogramming  language based on si tuation theory [17]. ASTL 
is aimed at natura l  language processing. One can define in 
A S T L  constraints  and rules of inference over the situations. 
An interpreter ,  a basic version of which is implemented in 

aSDuring a card game both Bob and Alice have an ace. 
Each of t hem thus knows tha t  "Ei ther  Bob or Alice has an 
ace" is a fact. Now suppose Emily were to come along and 
ask them both  whether  they knew if the other  one had an 
ace. They  would answer "no," of course. And if Emily asked 
again (and again, . . .  ), they would still answer "no." But now 
suppose Emily said to them, "Look, at least one of you has an 
ace. Now do you know whether  the other  has an ace?" They 
would again both answer "no." But now something happens. 
Upon hearing Bob answer "no" Alice would reason as follows: 
"If Bob does not  know I have an ace, having heard that  one 
of us does, then it can only be because he has an ace." Bob 
would reason in the same way. So they both figure out tha t  
the other  has an ace. Somehow, Emily 's  s ta tement  must have 
added some information.  But how can that  be, since Emily 
told them something tha t  each of them already knew? This 
is known as the Conway paradox [8, pp. 201-220]. 

Common  Lisp [56], passes over ASTL definitions and answers 
queries about  the set of constraints  and basic situations.  

ASTL allows of individuals, relations, situations,  parameters ,  
and variables. These definitions form the basic terms of the  
language. Complex te rms  are in the form of i - terms (to be de- 
fined shortly), s i tuation types, and situations.  Situations can 
contain facts which have those si tuations as arguments.  Sen- 
tences in ASTL are const ructed from terms in the  language 
and can be constraints,  g r ammar  rules, or word entries. 

The  complex t e rm i-term is s imply an infon a9 
(tel, arga, . . . ,  arg,~, pol) where rel is a relation of ari ty 
n, argi is a term,  and pol is either 0 or 1. A situation type 
is given in the form [param[condl . . .  condo] where eondi has 
the  form param ~ i-term. If s i tuat ion $1 suppor ts  the  fact 
tha t  Bob is a young person, this can be defined as: 

SI: [S [ S ~ (young, bob, 1)]. 

The  single colon indicates tha t  S1 supports  the  s i tuat ion type  
on its r ight-hand side. The  supports  relation in A S T L  is 
global rather  than  s i tuated.  Consequently,  query  answering 
is independent  of the s i tuat ion in which the  query  is issued. 

Constraints  are actual ly backward-chaining constraints.  
Each constraint  is of the  form sito : typeo .~= sita : 
t ype l , . . . , s i t , ~  : typen, where siti  is a s i tuat ion or a vari- 
able, and typei is a s i tuat ion type.  If each siti ,  1 < i < n, 
supports  the corresponding si tuation type,  typei,  then sito 
supports  typeo. For example,  the  constraint  t ha t  every man  
is a human being can be wri t ten  as follows: 

*S: [S I S ~ (human, *X, 1)] ¢:: *S: [S I S ~ (man, *X, 1)]. 

*S, *X are variables and S is a parameter .  An interest ing 
proper ty  of A S T L  is tha t  constraints  are global, i.e., have 
a non-explicit ly s ta ted  scope. Thus,  a new si tuat ion of the  
appropr ia te  type need not have a constraint  explicitly added 
to it. For example, assume tha t  S1, suppor t ing the  fact  tha t  
Bob is a man, is asserted: 

SI: [S I S ~ (man, bob, 1)]. 

This  together  with the  constraint  above would give: 

SI: [S [ S ~ (human, bob, 1)]. 

G r a m m a r  rules are another  form of constraints .  An example  
g rammar  rule describing the  utteraztce of a sentence consist- 
ing of a noun phrase and verb phrase can be defined as: 

*S: [S [ S ~ (cat, S, sentence, 1)] 
*NP: [S [ S ~ (cat, S, nounphrase, 1>], 
*vP: [s I s ~ (cat, s, verbphrase, 1)] 

where cat denotes the ca tegory of the construct ,  and ~ in- 
dicates tha t  this is a g r ammar  rule. This  rule can be read: 
"When there is a s i tuat ion *NP of the given type  and situa- 
tion *VP of the given type, there  is also a s i tuat ion *S of the  
given type." 

Al though one can define constraints  between si tuations in 
ASTL,  the notion of a background condit ion for constraints  
is not available. Similar to PROSIT ,  A S T L  cares tittle about  

19We use Black's nota t ion almost verba t im rather  than  
adapt ing it to the ~standard' notat ion of our paper.  
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e = the meltdown 
e a t v  

named('Chernobyl', v) 

e l  

end(e) 
el < now 

(a) 

nOq.//~ e ,  e I ~ 

e = the meltdown 
e a t v  

named('Chernobyl', v) 

e I - 

European(u) 

end(e) 
e 1 < n O W  

Z ,  e 2 

remember(u, z) 

Z ~  e 

European(u) 

Z ,  e 2 

z = ?  

(b) 

Figure 1: DRSs to model the discourse segment "The melt- 
down at Chernobyl has ended. Every European will remem- 
ber it." 

coherence within situations. This is left to the user% con- 
trol. Accordingly, there is no mechanism in ASTL to specify 
constraints that  can be violated. 

Declaring situations to be of some type allows abstraction 
over situations to some degree. But, the actual means of 
abstraction over objects in situation theory, viz. parameters, 
do not carry much significance in ASTL. 

As in PROSIT, variables in ASTL have scope only within 
the constraint they appear. They match any expression in 
the language unless they are declared to be of some specific 
situation type in the constraint. Hence, it is not possible to 
declare variables as well as parameters to be of other types 
such as individuals, relations, etc. Consequently, anchoring 
on parameters cannot be achieved appropriately in ASTL. 
Moreover, ASTL does not allow definition of appropriateness 
conditions for arguments of relations. 'Speaking' relation. 
for example, might require its speaker role to be filled by a 
human. Such a restriction could be defined only by using 
constraints of ASTL. However, this requires writing the re- 
striction each time a new constraint about 'speaking' is to 
be added. Having appropriateness conditions as a built-in 
feature would be better. 

ASTL does not have a mechanism to relate two situations so 
that one will support all the facts that the other does. This 
might be achieved via constraints, but there is no built-in 
structure between situations (as opposed to the hierarchy of 
situations in PROSIT).  

The primary motivation underlying ASTL is to figure out 
a framework in which semantic theories such as situation 
semantics [8] and DRT [42] can be described and possibly 

Figure 2: The unified DRS for Figure 1. 

compared. 2° (Such an at tempt can be found in [16].) In 
DRT, a discourse representat ion s t ruc ture  (DRS) is defined 
at each stage in a discourse describing the current state of 
the analysis. A DRS consists of two parts: a set of domain  
markers  (discourse referents),  which can be bound to objects 
introduced into the current discourse, and a set of conditions 
on these markers. DRSs are typically drawn as boxes with 
the referents on the top window and conditions below. Fig- 
ure 1 shows the DRSs for the sentences "The meltdown at 
Chernobyl has ended" and "Every European will remember 
it," respectively [3]. Individual discourse referents are de- 
noted by now,  u, v, and z while event discourse referents 
are denoted by the letter e (with or without subscripts), el 
represents the whole event (ending of the meltdown at Cher- 
nobyl) described by the first sentence. Conditions are de- 
fined using basic predicates and logical operators. The DRS 
in Figure l(b) is true if for every European, he can remem- 
ber z. z is a discourse referent identified by the anaphoric 
pronoun "it" and the rules of DRS construction require that 
"it" be matched with some previously introduced discourse 
referent. However, at the present stage there is no discourse 
referent with appropriate features. DRS construction can be 
completed by adding the discourse referents and the condi- 
tions introduced for the latter sentence to those declared for 
the former. Since the DRS for the first sentence contains a 
discourse referent with appropriate features, the second sen- 
tence can now be resolved. The 'unified' result is depicted in 
Figure 2. 

5.1.3 S i tua t ion  S c h e m a t a  

Situation schemata have been introduced by Fenstad et al. 
[33] as a theoretical tool for extracting and displaying infor- 
mation relevant for semantic interpretation from linguistic 
form. A situation schema is in fact an attribute-value sys- 
tem which has a choice of primary attributes matching the 
primitives of situation semantics. The boundaries of situa- 
tion schemata are however flexible and depending on the un- 
derlying theory of grammar, are susceptible to amendment. 
Hence, available linguistic insights can be freely exploited. 

20For this reason, ASTL has specific built-in features for 
natural language processing. It is claimed that  these features 
can be justified from a situation-theoretic view [17]. 
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Figure 3: (a) A prototype situation schema, (b) the general 
format of LOC in (a). 

A simple sentence ~a has the situation schema shown in Fig- 
ure 3(a). Here r can be anchored to a relation, and a and b to 
objects; i E {0,1} gives the polarity. LOC is a function which 
anchors the described fact relative to a discourse situation 
d, c. LOC will have the general format in Figure 3(b). IND.c¢ 
is an indeterminate for a location, r denotes one of the basic 
structural relations on a relation set R, and loco is another 
location indeterminate. The notation [ ]~ indicates repeated 
reference to the shared attribute value, IND.c~. A partial func- 
tion g anchors the location of SIT.g, viz. SIT.~.LOC, in the 
discourse situation d, c if 

g(loco) : locd and 

c(r), g(IND.c¢), locd; 1 

where loca is the discourse location and c(r) is the relation on 
R given by the speaker's connection c. The situation schema 
corresponding to "Alice saw the cat" is given in Figure 4. 

Situation schemata can be adopted to various kinds of 
semantic interpretation. One could give some kind of oper- 
ational interpretation in a suitable programming language, 
exploiting logical insights. But in its present form, situ- 
ation schemata do not go further than being a complex 
attribute-value structure. They allow representation of situ- 
ations within this structure, but does not use situation the- 
ory itself as a basis. Situations, locations, individuals, and 
relations constitute the basic domains of the structure. Con- 
straints are declarative descriptions of the relationships hold- 
ing between aspects of linguistic form and the semantic rep- 
resentation itself. 

Theoretical issues in natural language semantics have 
been implemented on pilot systems employing situation 
schemata. The grammar described in [33], for example, has 
been fully implemented using a lexical-functional grammar 
system [34] and a fragment including prepositional phrases 
has been implemented using the DPATR format [20]. 

5.1.4 E P I L O G  

A recent addition to the small set of computational ap- 
proaches to situation semantics is Episodic Logic (EL) in- 
troduced by Hwang and Schubert [40]. EL is theoretically 
inspired by Montague Semantics, with clear influences by sit- 
uation semantics. EL is highly expressive and provides an 
easily computed first-order logical form for English (incorpo- 
rating a DRT-like treatment).  It covers English constructs 
ranging from sentences involving events, actions, attitudes 
to say, donkey sentences [36]. There is a straightforward 
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IND.2 

'the' 

REL 

ARG.1 

POL 

~cat' 

1 

IND.3 

REL ~ < ' 

ARG.1 []3 

ARG.2 locd 

POL 1 

Figure 4: Situation schema for "Alice saw the cat." 

transformation 21 of the initial indexical logical form to a non- 
indexical one. 

Hwang and Schubert's deindexing algorithm uniformly 
handles tense and aspect, and removes context dependency 
by translating the context information into the logical form. 
Their EPILOG (the experimental computational system for 
episodic logic) is able to make some interesting inferences 
and answer questions based on logically represented simple 
narratives ~2 (e.g., a children's story or a message processing 
application for commercial airplanes). This is a hybrid in- 
ference system incorporating efficient storage/access mecha- 
nisms, forward/backward chaining, and features to deal with 
taxonomies and temporal reasoning. 

5.1.5 BABY-SIT  

BABY-SIT is a computational medium based on situations, 
a prototype of which is currently being developed in KEE T M  

(Knowledge Engineering Environment) [44]. The primary 
motivation underlying BABY-SIT is to facilitate the devel- 

2a Hwang and Schubert claim that such a translation is re~ 
quired because a situational logic must be nonindexical, i.e., 
it must not include atoms whose denotation depends on the 
utterance context. They justify this claim by stating that 
the facts derived by a system from natural language input 
may have been acquired in very different utterance contexts. 
Obviously, this shows that they depart markedly from situa- 
tion semantics' well-known relation theory of meaning: while 
the meaning of a sentence is a relation between an utterance 
situation and a described situation in situation semantics, 
Hwang and Schubert :rgue that a nonindexical representa- 
tion is essential. 

22 In fact, the adjective "episodic" is meant to suggest that 
in narrative texts, the focus is on time-bounded situations 
rather than atemporal ones. 
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Figure 5: The architecture of BABY-SIT. 

opment and testing of programs in domains ranging from lin- 
guistics to artificial intelligence in a unified framework built 
upon situation-theoretic constructs [60]. An interactive en- 
vironment (cf. Figure 5) helps one to develop and test his 
program, observe its behavior vis-k-vis extra (or missing) in- 
formation, make inference over the model, and issue queries 
[5o]. 

The computational model underlying the current version 
of BABY-SIT consists of nine primitive domains: individuMs, 
times, places, relations, polarities, parameters, infons, situa- 
tions, and types. Each primitive domain carries its own in- 
ternal structure. IndividuMs are unique atomic entities in the 
model which correspond to real objects in the world. Times 
are individuals of distinguished type, representing temporal 
locations and, similar to times, p/aces are individuals which 
represent spatial locations. Various relations hold or fail to 
hold between objects. A relation has argument roles which 
must be occupied by appropriate objects. Infons are the dis- 
crete items of information of the form << rel, arga, . . . ,  argn, 
pol >>, where te l  is a relation, argl, 1 < i < n, is an object 
of the appropriate type for the ith argument role, and pol is 
the polarity. Parameters are 'place holders' for objects in the 
model. They are used to refer to arbitrary objects of a given 
type. Types form higher-order uniformities for individuating 
or discriminating uniformities in the world. 

(Abstract) situations are set-theoretic constructs, e.g., a 
set of parametric in//ons (comprising relations, parameters, 
and polarities). A parametric infon is the basic computa- 
tional unit. If a situation s supports an infon a, this is de- 
noted by s~cr. Otherwise, it is written as s~=o'. By defining a 
hierarchy between them, situations can be embedded via the 
special relation part-o£ In this way, a situation s can have 
information about another situation s' which is part of s, i.e., 
if s ' ~ a ,  then s e a  for a given infon a. A distinguished situa- 
tion called background situation (denoted by w) contains in- 
fons which are inherited by all situation, i.e., the background 
situation is implicitly part of all situation structures in the 
environment and its infons hold in MI situations. However, 
situations other than the background situation can contain 
infons that  can vary from situation to situation. All situa- 
tions are required to cohere. A situation can be either (spa- 
tially and/or  temporally) located or unlocated. Time and 
place for a situation can be declared by t ime-of and p/ace-of 
relations, respectively. A situation in the environment can 

only be realized if its parameters are anchored to objects in 
the real world. This is made possible by anchoring situations 
which allow parameters to be anchored to objects of appro- 
priate types--individuals, situations, parameters, etc. But a 
parameter must be anchored to a unique object in an anchor- 
ing situation, i.e., it is anchored once in a given anchoring sit- 
uation. On the other hand, more than one parameter may be 
anchored to the same object in an anchoring situation. An- 
choring of a parameter can be done via the special relation 
anchor. Restrictions on parameters must be satisfied by the 
background situation. These restrictions assure anchoring of 
one parameter to an object having the same qualifications as 
the parameter. An anchoring situation has a functionality 
similar to that of the connections, c, mentioned in Section 2. 

Assertion mode of BABY-SIT provides an interactive en- 
vironment in which one can define objects and their types. 
There are nine basic types corresponding to nine primitive do- 
mains: ~ IND (individuals), ~ T I M  (times), ,~LOC (places), 
~-,REL (relations), ~ P O L  (polarities), , ,dNF (infons), ~ P A R  
(parameters), ~ S I T  (situations), and ,,~TYP (types). For in- 
stance, if I is a place, then l is of type ~-,LOC, and the infon 
<<of-type, I, ~LOC,  1>> is a fact in the background situation. 
Note that type of all types is ,,~TYP. For example, the infons 
<<of-type, ,~LOC, ~TYP,  1>> and <<of-type, ,,,TYP, ,,~TYP, 
1>> are facts in the background situation by default. The 
syntax of the assertion mode (cf. [59]) is the same as in [25]. 

Suppose bob is an individual, see is a relation, and sit1 is 
a situation. Then, these objects can be declared as: 

I> bob: ,-,IND 
I> see: ~REL 

I> sit1: ,,~SIT 

The definition of relations includes the appropriateness 
conditions for their argument roles. Appropriateness condi- 
tions define the domains to which arguments of a relation 
belong. Each argument can be declared to be from one or 
more of the primitive domains above. Consider the seeing 
relation above. If we like it to have two arguments, the for- 
mer being of type individual and the latter being of type 
situation, we can write: 

I> <see [ ,,riND, ~SIT> [1] 

The number in brackets at the right hand side of the 
expression indicate the minimum number of arguments that 
can be used with the seeing relation. Hence, <<see, bob, 1>>, 
for example, is considered to be a valid infon in the system. 

In order for the parameters to be anchored to objects 
of the appropriate type, parameters must be declared to be 
from only one of the primitive domains. It is also possible to 
put restrictions on a parameter in the environment. Suppose 
we want to have a parameter E denoting any individual that 
sees situation sit1. This can be done by asserting: 

I> E = IND1 ^ <<see, IND1, sitl ,  1>> 

IND1 is a default system parameter of type ~IND. E 
is considered as an object of type ~-,PAR such that if it is 
anchored to an object, say objl, then objl must be of type 
MIND and the background situation must support the infon 
<<see, objl, sit1, 1>>. 

Parametric types are also allowed in BABY-SIT. They 
can be formed by obtaining a type from a parameter. Para- 
metric types are of the form [P I s ~ I] where P is a param- 
eter, s is a situation (i.e., a grounding situation), and 1 is a 
set of infons. The type of all situations that Bob sees can be 
defined in BABY-SIT as follows: 
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I> ~SITALL = [SIT1 ] w ~ <<see, bob, SIT1, 1>>] 

Hence, ,-~SITALL is seen as an object of type ~ T Y P  in 
BABY-SIT and can be used as a type specifier for declara- 
tion of new objects in the environment. An object of type 
,-,SITALL, say obj2, is an object of basic type ~SIT  such that 
the background situation supports the infon <<see, bob, obj2, 
1>>. 

Naming infons enables one to easily refer to them in ex- 
pressions. For instance, the inton <<see, bob, sit1, 1>> can be 
named infonl  by a sequence of assertions: 

I> infonl: ~INFF 

I> in/on1 = <<see, bob, sit1, 1>> 

In BABY-SIT, a situation browser enables one to cre- 
ate situations, browse them graphically, add or delete infons, 
and establish hierarchies among situations. Another way of 
achieving these, except graphical browsing infon deletion, is 
to use assertion mode. For example, the following sequence 
of assertions creates a situation sit2 and then adds the infon 
<<see, bob, sit1, 0>> into it: 

I> sitP: ~SIT 

I> sit2 D <<see, bob, sit1, 0>> 

Variables in BABY-SIT are only used in constraints and 
query expressions, and have scope only within the constraint 
or the query expression they appear. A variable can match 
any object appropriate for the place or the argument role it 
appears in. For example, giwm the declaration of the see- 
ing relation above, variables ?S and ?X in the proposition 
?S~<<see, ?X, sit1, 1>> can only match objects of type ,-~SIT 
and ,,rIND, respectively. 

A BABY-SIT constraint is of the form: 

antecedent1, . . . ,  antecedent,~ {.¢=, =-~, ¢*} 
consequen tl ~ •.. ,  consequentm. 

Each antecedenti, 1 _< i < n, and each consequentj, 
1 <_j _< m, is of the form sit {~,  ~:} << rel, argl, . . . ,  argo, 
pol >> such that  rel and each argk, 1 < k < l, can either be 
an object of appropriate type or a variable. 

Each constraint has an identifier associated with it 
and must belong to a group of constraints. For exam- 
ple, the following is a backward-chaining constraint named 
HUMAN-BEINGS-012 under the constraint group SPECIES- 
PERSPECTIVE:  

SPECIES-PERSPECTIVE: 
HUMAN-BEINGS-012: 

?S ~ <<human, ?X, 1>> ¢:= ?S ~ <<man, ?X, 1>> 

where ?S and ?X are variables. ?S can only be assigned an 
object of type ~ S I T  while ?X can have values of some type 
appropriate for the argument roles of the human and man 
relations. This constraint can apply in any situation. Hence, 
BABY-SIT constraints can be global. Constraints can also 
be situated. For example, HUMAN-BEINGS-012 constraint 
above can be rewritten to apply only in situation sit1: 

s i t lN  <<human, ?X, 1F/ ~ sit1 ~ <<man. ?X, 1>>. 

Conditional constraints of BABY-SIT come with a set of 
background conditions which must be satisfied for the con- 
straint to apply. For example:, to state that blocks drop if 
not supported, one can write: 

NATURAL-LAW-PERSPECTIVE: 
FALLING-BLOCK: 

?S1 ~ <<block, ?X, 1>>, 
?S1 ~ <<supported, ?X, 0>> ~ ?$2 ~ <<drops, ?X, 1>> 

UNDER-CONDITIONS: 
w: <<exists, gravity, 1>>. 

Background conditions are, in fact, assumptions which 
are required to hold for constraints to be eligible for activa- 
tion. FALLING-BLOCK constraint can become a candidate 
for activation only if it is the case that  w ~: <<exists, grav- 
ity, 0>>, i.e., if the absence of gravity is not known in the 
background situation [2]. 

Forward-chaining mechanism of BABY-SIT is initiated 
either when the user tells the system to do so or by asser- 
tion of a new object into the system. A candidate forward- 
chaining constraint is activated whenever its antecedent part 
is satisfied. All the consequences are asserted if they do not 
yield a contradiction in the situation into which they are as- 
serted. New assertions may in turn activate other candidate 
forward-chaining constraints. Candidate backward-chaining 
constraints are activated either when a query is entered ex- 
plicitly or is issued by the forward-chaining mechanism. In 
BABY-SIT, constraints, as classified by Black in [15], be- 
tween situation types as well as between infons of a situation 
can be easily modeled. 

Query mode enables one to issue queries about situa- 
tions. BABY-SIT's  response depends on its understanding 
of the intention of the user. There are several possible ac- 
tions which can be further controlled by the user: 

• Searching for solutions by using a given group of con- 
straints. 

• Replacing each parameter in the query expression by the 
corresponding individual if there is a possible anchor, 
either partial or full, for that  parameter provided by the 
given anchoring situation. 

• Returning solutions. (Their number is determined by 
the user.) 

• Displaying a solution with its parameters replaced by 
the individuals to which they are anchored by the given 
anchoring situation. 

• For each solution, displaying infons anchoring any pa- 
rameter in the solution to an individual in the given 
anchoring situation. 

• Displaying a trace of anchoring of parameters in each 
solution. 

The computation upon issuing a query is done either by 
direct querying through situations or by the application of 
backward-chaining constraints. 2a A situation, s, supports an 

2aln addition to query operations, a special operation, or- 
acle, is allowed in the query mode. An oracle is defined over 
an object and a set of infons (set of  issues) [25]. The oracle of 
an object enables one to chronologically view the information 
about that object from a particular perspective provided by 
the given set of infons. One may consider oracles as 'histo- 
ries' of specific objects. Given an object and a set of issues, 
BABY-SIT anchors all parameters in this set of issues and 
collects all infons supported by the situations in the system 
under a specific situation, thus forming a 'minimal'  situation 
which supports all parameter-free infons in the set of issues. 
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infon if the infon is either explicitly asserted to hold in s, 
or it is supported by a situation s' which is part of s, or it 
can be proven to hold by application of backward-chaining 
constraints. Given an anchoring situation, say anchor1, a 
query and the system's response to it are as follows: 

Q> ?S ~ {<<see, E, ?Y, 1>>, <<time-of, sit1, ?Z, 1>>}, 
w ke <<blind, bob, 1>> 

answers (without anchoring of parameters): 

sit3 ~ {<<see, E, sit1, 1>>, <<time-of, sit1, tl, 1>>), 
w ~ <<blind, bob, 1>> 

with the anchoring on parameters: 

anchor1 ~ <<anchor, E, bob, 1>>. 

BABY-SIT enhances the basic features of situation the- 
ory. Situations are viewed at an abstract level. This means 
that situations are sets of parametric infons, but they may be 
non-well-founded (circularity) [1, 10]. Parameters are place 
holders and can be anchored to unique individuals in an an- 
choring situation. A situation can be realized if its parame- 
ters are anchored, either partially or fully, by an anchoring 
situation. That  is, only anchoring the parameters of an infon 
contributes a piece of information about the situation. Each 
relation has 'appropriateness conditions' which determine the 
type of its arguments. Situations (and hence infons they sup- 
port) can have spatio-temporal dimensions. A hierarchy of 
situations can be defined both statically and dynamically. A 
situation can have information about another which is part 
of the former. Situations and constraints can be grouped to 
form a whole which provides a computational context. More- 
over, partial nature of situations facilitates computation with 
incomplete information. 

Objects in the environment and the attainment of in- 
formation flow are compatible with the ontology of situation 
theory. Computation is context-sensitive and type-theoretic. 
The mode of computation is built upon conveyance and in- 
heritance of information, consistency of situations, and con- 
straint satisfaction. 24 Information inheritance supported by 
BABY-SIT, together with the information conveyance among 
situations, enables one to use contextual information which 
plays a critical role in all forms of behavior and communi- 
cation. Building models of reasoning from various 'points of 
view' is possible, especially via grouping of constraints and 
anchoring situations. 

6 Concluding Remarks 

Serious thinking about the computational aspects of the sit- 
uation theory is just starting. There have been only a few 
proposals [17, 33, 40, 46, 52, 59] in this direction, with vary- 
ing degrees of divergence from the ontology of situation the- 
ory. ASTL [17] and PROSIT [52] mainly offer a Prolog- or 
Lisp-like programming language while BABY-SIT [59] pro- 
vides a programming environment incorporating situation- 
theoretic constructs. These approaches are primarily moti- 
vated by situation theory and situation semantics, and can be 
employed as general programming and knowledge represen- 
tation languages in various domains of application. Situation 
schemata [33], however, are theoretical tools built more for 

24KEE environment supports both a truth maintenance 
system built upon de Kleer's work on assumption-based truth 
maintenance [45] and a world system based on Morris and 
Nado's work [47]. Since these two systems are employed at its 
most primitive layer, BABY-SIT can be said to be complete 
as well as sound. 

Constraint Type 
Nomic 
Necessary 
Conventional 
Conditional 
Situated 
Global 

PROSIT ASTL 

4 
- 4 

PROSIT ASTL 

- 4 

~ t  ~Ha4te/ffgq 
Situation constraint 
Infon constraint 
Argument constraint 

Computation Mode PROSIT 

4 

BABY-SIT 

v 
4 
? 

4 
4 
4 

BABY-SIT 

4 
4 

ASTL 

Coherence - - 
Forward-chaining y/ - 
Backward-chaining y/ y/ 
Bidirectional-chaining ~/ - 

Miscellaneous Features PROSIT ASTL BABY-SIT 
Circularity V / y z V z 
Partiality ~/ x/ V z 
Parameters ? ? x/ 
Abstraction ? ? V z 
Anchoring 7 9 V/ 
Information nesting V / V / x/ 
Set operations ~/ - - 
Oracles - - 7 

Legend: x/: ex i s t s , - :  doesn't exist, 

BABY-SIT 

4 
4 
4 

4 

? : partially/conceptually exists. 

Table 1: Tableau comparison of existing approaches. 

knowledge representation than programming, specifically tai- 
lored for semantic interpretation from linguistic form. EPI- 
LOG [40] differs from these approaches in that it is influenced 
by situation semantics rather than motivated directly by the 
situation theory and situation semantics' theoretical appara- 
tus. Lesp~rance's work [46] is a theoretical attempt towards 
exploiting computational aspects of situation semantics. 

PROSIT, ASTL, and BABY-SIT are specifically de- 
signed with mechanisms allowing state of the art constructs 
of situation theory. Though differing in detail (cf. Table 1), 
these approaches are useful initial attempts towards a com- 
putational account of the theory. 

We believe that computational aspects of situation the- 
ory call for deeper investigation. Although the current at- 
tempts are in their infancy, they already warrant interest in 
domains of artificial intelligence and natural language pro- 
cessing. However, their use should be further demonstrated 
to prove why situation theory provides a challenging ground 
for solving various phenomena in these fields and possibly in 
others. 
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